






color usage:
Wherever possible, the TFI logo should appear in its official colors on a 

white or cream background.

color usage:
When using the TFI logo with a screened background there must a be 

a significant contrast between the logo and the background. Wherever 

possible, the primary color pallet should be used when placing a solid 

color behind the logo. See the following page for a listing of the primary 

color pallet. It is recommended the secondary color pallet be used 

sparingly. It is overwhelming when used too much, and when overused, 

will not represent the tone and feel this brand represents. See the 

following page for a listing of the secondary color pallet. 

The following are examples of improper use of The 4r logo on colored backgrounds:

background is too light, not enough contrast, or simply  
looks better with blue/green logo

background is too dark, not enough contrast  
(use the white logo instead)

background is too similar, not enough contrast

these are not approved colors from our primary color pallet

color usage when prinTing over solid color



primary color pallet

secondary color pallet

color palleT



phoTography sTyle

The photography style is integral to the brand. Choosing agricultural 

based photography that uses selective focus and abstract coloring 

will separate TFI from other “branded” organizational initiatives and 

give you a unique, memorable look. Below are examples of your brand 

photography style:



fonT usage

The U.S. fertilizer industry and  
climate change policy

Fertilizer nutrients – nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium – are all 
naturally occurring elements that are “fed” to plants and crops for 
healthy and abundant food and fiber production.

When formulating climate change related policies, Congress needs 
to consider the dramatic impact climate change policies could have 
on our national food security.

Fertilizer is a global strategic commodity. 
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